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Abstract
A second order, nonvariational, elliptic operator L and a function V are constructed in R3
with the following properties: the operator L is uniformly elliptic, without zero-order term and
smooth almost everywhere in R3; the function VAW 2;pðR3Þ (1opo3) solves the equation
LV ¼ 0 in R3; it has compact support but it is not identically zero.
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1. Introduction
In this work, for any 1opo3 we construct a second-order, nonvariational, elliptic
operator L and a function V in R3 with the following properties: the operator L is
uniformly elliptic, without zero-order term and smooth almost everywhere in R3; the
function V is in W 2;pðR3Þ; solves the equation LV ¼ 0 in R3; it has compact support
but it is not identically zero. In other words, L and V provide an example in
dimension 3 of a nonzero solution to an elliptic equation with compact support.
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Such an example is strictly related with a property of nonunique continuation for
elliptic equations, namely with the fact that Lu ¼ 0 in a domain O and u  0 in an
open subset of O does not imply u  0 in O:
In dimension dX3 the unique continuation property holds for a uniformly elliptic
operator L in a domain O if the coefﬁcients of the principal part of L are Lipschitz
continuous in every compact subset of O (see, for example, [7,8]). If the coefﬁcients
are merely Ho¨lder continuous, then there exist examples of nonunique continuation.
The ﬁrst one was found by Plis´ [11]: there the coefﬁcients of the equation are Ho¨lder
continuous of any order less than 1: From this example, Plis´ obtained a uniformly
elliptic equation in R3 in nonvariational form which admits a nontrivial solution of
class CN vanishing outside the unit sphere. However, the coefﬁcient c of the zero-
order term in the equation is not always nonpositive: this might be considered as the
real reason for the existence of the example. In our example, the operator L does not
have a zero-order term: this shows that, even if c ¼ 0; what really matters for the
existence of a compactly supported solution is that the maximum principle does not
hold.
For what concerns the nonunique continuation property, a sharper example was
provided by Miller [10]: he constructed a CN function wðt; y;fÞ; which is
nonzero for t ¼ 0 and vanishes identically when t is larger than a given
constant T ; moreover, w solves an elliptic equation Lw ¼ 0 without zero-order
term. Here L has Ho¨lder continuous coefﬁcients of order 1
6
; but it is reasonable to
expect that the order could be improved to any number less than 1; as it occurs in
[11]. Writing the solution and the elliptic equation in Miller’s example in toroidal
coordinates, Miller’s solution can be considered as a solution to an elliptic equation
in R3 minus a circumference C; vanishing outside a torus. On the other hand, this
solution does not have Lp second derivatives in a neighbourhood of the
circumference C and cannot be extended trivially to give a W 2;p compactly supported
solution over R3:
Our construction of a nonzero solution V with compact support to an elliptic
equation is the following. We consider Miller’s example outside of a torus T and we
suitable deﬁne an operator and a solution inside the torus. Then, we glue the two
solutions across the boundary of the torus T in order to obtain a solution V to an
elliptic equation, in all R3 and with compact support. The second-order derivatives
of V are in Lp and p can be chosen as close to 3 as we want. Since L does not have
zero-order term, it is clear that it is not possible to have solutions with more regular
second derivatives, by Aleksandrov–Bakelman–Pucci maximum principle (see e.g. [6,
Theorem 9.1]. The operator L has lower ellipticity constant a depending on p; with
0oao3p
6
; for the upper condition we assume that the second-order coefﬁcients
matrix has trace 1: The solution V is Ho¨lder continuous everywhere, it is C1;1 on R3
minus a ﬁnite number of points x1;y; xn and it is C2 on R
3\ðfx1;y; xng,SÞ; where
S is the set of measure zero, where the two solutions are glued.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, some preliminaries and notations
are set, in particular Miller’s example is adapted to our approach; the gluing theorem
is proved in Section 3; in Section 4, the construction into the inner torus is done
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using operators of Gilbarg–Serrin type (see [5]); in Section 5 we put all the pieces
together to obtain the example.
2. Preliminaries and notations
Let R be a positive real number to be ﬁxed later and let C be the circumference in
R3
C ¼ fðx1; x2; x3ÞAR3 : x21 þ x22 ¼ R2; x3 ¼ 0g: ð2:1Þ
For any 0odpR
2
; we denote by T d the solid torus
T d ¼ fðx1; x2; x3ÞAR3 : ½ðx21 þ x22Þ
1
2  R2 þ x23pd2g:
The points of T R
2
\C will be parameterized by the toroidal coordinates r; y; f;
deﬁned by
x1 ¼ ðR þ r cos yÞcos f;
x2 ¼ ðR þ r cos yÞsin f;
x3 ¼ r sin y;
8><>: ð2:2Þ
where 0orpR
2
; poypp and pofpp:
Sometime, in place of the coordinates ðr; y;fÞ we will use the parameterization
ðt; y;fÞ given by the change of coordinates
r ¼ et; y ¼ y; f ¼ f: ð2:3Þ
Notice that by means of these new coordinates ðt; y;fÞ; the toroidal ring T e b
3
\T ea
corresponds to the set ða; bÞ  T  T ; where T denotes the one-dimensional torus
TBðp; p:
In the following Remarks 2.1–2.3, we state a few facts which we will need in the
sequel and that can be easily checked.
Remark 2.1. Let L be a uniformly elliptic operator in T R
2
\C of the form
L ¼
X3
i; j¼1
aij
@2
@xi@xj
þ
X3
j¼1
b j
@
@xj
;
such that
X3
i; j¼1
aijliljXajlj2; trðfaijgÞ ¼ 1;
X3
j¼1
ðb jÞ2pM2; ð2:4Þ
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where 0oao13 and M is a positive constant. Even if it will not be essential in the
following proofs, it is convenient to have written down the explicit expression of the
operator L in the toroidal coordinates (2.2), that is
L ¼A11 @
2
@r2
þ 2A
12
r
@2
@r@y
 1
r
@
@y
 
þ A
22
r2
@2
@y2
þ r @
@r
 
þ 2 A
13
R þ r cos y
@2
@r@f
 cos y
R þ r cos y
@
@f
 
þ 2 A
23
rðR þ r cos yÞ
@2
@y@f
þ r sin y
R þ r cos y
@
@f
 
þ A
33
ðR þ r cos yÞ2
@2
@f2
þ cos yðR þ r cos yÞ @
@r
 R þ r cos y
r
sin y
@
@y
 	
þ B1 @
@r
þ B
2
r
@
@y
þ B
3
R þ r cos y
@
@f
;
where
ðAijÞ :¼ U t  ðaijÞ  U; ðB jÞ :¼ Ut  ðb jÞ
with U the orthogonal matrix
U ¼
cos y cos f sin y cos f sin f
cos y sin f sin y sin f cos f
sin y cos y 0
0B@
1CA:
Note that also ðAijÞ and B j satisfy conditions (2.4).
Remark 2.2. Let u ¼ uðt; y;fÞ be a solution to an elliptic equation in ða; bÞ  T  T :
If we consider the inverse map of (2.3), we obtain that the function vðr; y;fÞ ¼
uðln r; y;fÞ satisﬁes an elliptic equation in the toroidal ring T e b
3
\T ea :
Remark 2.3. A function u ¼ uðt; y;fÞ is harmonic in ða; bÞ  T  T if and only if
vðr; y;fÞ ¼ uðln r; y;fÞ satisﬁes in T e b
3
\T ea the uniformly elliptic equation
L0v ¼ @
2v
@r2
þ 1
r
@v
@r
þ 1
r2
@2v
@y2
þ 1
r2
@2v
@f2
¼ 0: ð2:5Þ
Using Remark 2.1, one can determine easily the expression of L0 in cartesian
coordinates: we note that the coefﬁcients are not bounded near the circumference C:
In the next remark, we recall the nonunique continuation result in [10], which is an
essential part of our construction.
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Remark 2.4 (Miller’s example of nonunique continuation). Consider the domain
L ¼ ½0;þNÞ  T  T : Then there exists an example of nonunique continuation in L
for a uniformly elliptic equation
@2w
@t2
þ ð1þ A þ aÞ @
2w
@2y
þ 2b @
2w
@y@f
þ ð1þ C þ cÞ @
2w
@2f
þ @a
@y
þ @b
@f
 
@w
@y
þ @b
@y
þ @c
@f
 
@w
@f
¼ 0:
* The solution wðt; y;fÞ is CN on L; w  0 for tXT40; but wc0 in L:
* The coefﬁcients aðt; y;fÞ; bðt; y;fÞ; cðt; y;fÞ are in CNðLÞ and a  b  c  0 for
tXT :
* The coefﬁcients AðtÞ and CðtÞ depend only on t; they are Ho¨lder continuous on
½0;þNÞ; CN on ½0; TÞ and identically zero for tXT :
* Moreover, there is a t0Að0; 1Þ such that, if tot0; then a  b  c  A  C  0; the
equation becomes the Laplace equation and w ¼ eNt sin Ny for some NAN;
NX2:
Remark 2.5. Miller’s example can be obviously carried to a toroidal ring using
transformation (2.3). In fact, if we take R ¼ 4 eT (where T is the constant in Miller’s
example) the function Wðr; y;fÞ ¼ wðln r; y;fÞ is identically zero outside the torus
T R
4
and it satisﬁes in T R
2
\C the elliptic equation
LW ¼ @
2W
@r2
þ 1
r
@W
@r
þ 1þ A þ a
r2
@2W
@y2
þ 2 b
r2
@2W
@y@f
þ 1þ C þ c
r2
@2W
@f2
þ
@a
@yþ @b@f
r2
@W
@y
þ
@b
@yþ @c@f
r2
@W
@f
¼ 0:
Moreover, there exists d40 such that in T 1þd\C a  b  c  A  C  0; the
operator L coincides with the operator L0 in (2.5), and W ¼ rN sin Ny for some
NAN; NX2: Now, since W  0 for R
4
prpR
2
; we can smoothly change the
coefﬁcients of L in such a way that L ¼ D in a neighbourhood of @T R
2
: Then we can
deﬁne W  0 and L ¼ D outside of the torus T R
2
; so we have that W solves an elliptic
equation in R3\C:
Remark 2.6. In what follows, we will always take the radius R of the circumference C
in (2.1) as in Remark 2.5. Moreover, we will consider the operator described in
Remark 2.5 rescaled by a suitable function so that the second-order coefﬁcients
matrix has trace equal to 1: Any other operator will be assumed to be normalized in
this way.
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Using the function W in Remark 2.5, we will be able to construct our example: we
need to deﬁne a suitable solution to a uniformly elliptic equation in a neighbourhood
of the torus T 1 and then we will glue the two solutions in such a way that the glued
function is still solution to a uniformly elliptic equation in R3:
We conclude this section with a result due to Safonov (see [12]) which gives a
necessary condition for a function to solve an elliptic equation and a simple fact on
third-order polynomials which will allow us to prove that the glued function satisﬁes
such a condition.
Fact 1. Let G be a bounded domain in R T  T (or in R3) and let uACNð %GÞ: Let us
assume that the hessian matrix of u has at least one negative eigenvalue and at least one
positive eigenvalue, bounded away from zero in %G: Then there exists a uniformly
elliptic, second-order operator L with smooth coefficients in G such that Lu ¼ 0 in G:
Fact 2. Let PðtÞ ¼ at3 þ bt2 þ ct þ d; aa0; be a third-order polynomial with real
coefficients and with only real roots. If c=ao0; then P0ðtÞ ¼ 3at2 þ 2bt þ c admits a
positive root t140 and a negative root t2o0 and PðtÞ has at least one positive root
t1Xt1 and at least one negative root t2pt2:
3. A gluing theorem
In this section, we will prove a gluing theorem which will allow us to patch
together two different harmonic functions, under suitable conditions, in such a way
that the glued function is still solution to an elliptic equation. This theorem is similar
to a two-dimensional theorem in [2], but here there are additional difﬁculties due to
the fact that we have to deal with three variables.
Let O ¼ ðao; aoÞ  T  T and G ¼ f0g  T  T : Then, consider two real
functions w1; w2 which are odd in y; periodic of period 2p in y and f; harmonic
in O and such that w1 ¼ w2 ¼ sin y on G; and denote by o1 and o2 the functions
oj ¼ wj
sin y
:
Let us also assume that there exist a neighbourhood N ¼ ðb0; b0Þ  T  T of G
and a positive constant K1; such that in N\ðfy ¼ 0g,fy ¼ pgÞ
K1 p o2t  o1t;  o1t;  o2t: ð3:1Þ
Observe that o1 and o2 are identically 1 on G\ðfy ¼ 0g,fy ¼ pgÞ and that they can
be extended as smooth functions in N: In fact, for both values of j ¼ 1; 2
oj ¼ 1
sin y
Z 1
0
d
ds
wjðt; sy;fÞ ds ¼ y
sin y
Z 1
0
wjyðt; sy;fÞ ds:
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So, from the smoothness of the harmonic function wj it follows that oj is of class CN
for jyjop: Similarly, replacing y by p y; we see that oj is also smooth in a
neighbourhood of y ¼ p:
Now, for any e40; let us denote by Oe the set
Oe ¼ fjo1  o2joeg
and let bOe be the open connected component of Oe which contains G; and Oe0 the set
Oe
0 ¼ O\ bOe:
Theorem 3.1. If w1 and w2 satisfy the above conditions, there exist e040 and a function
wAC1;1ðOÞ-C2ð bOe0,Oe0 0Þ such that
(i) bOe0CN;
(ii) w ¼ w1 in Oe0 0-fto0g; w ¼ w2 in Oe0 0-ft40g
(iii) w is harmonic in Oe0
0 and it satisfies a uniformly elliptic equation Lw ¼ 0 a.e. in O;
with bounded coefficients that are discontinuous only on the (disconnected) regular
surface @Oˆe0 :
Proof. To simplify the notation, from now on we will denote y1 ¼ t; y2 ¼ y and
y3 ¼ f and for any function f ðt; y;fÞ ¼ f ðy1; y2; y3Þ we will indicate its partial
derivatives by
f;i1?is ¼
@sf
@yi1?@yis
:
Using this notation, we have that when j ¼ 1; 2 and i; k ¼ 2; 3
oj;ijG ¼ 0; oj;ikjG ¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
Moreover, from Dwj ¼ 0; we have also
oj;11jG ¼ 1: ð3:3Þ
By the smoothness of the functions oj; there exists a positive constant K2 such that in
N both functions o1 and o2 satisfy
joj;ijpK2; joj;ikjpK2; joj;ikrjpK2; i; k; r ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð3:4Þ
In N\G; by Cauchy theorem applied to the functions o2;2  o1;2 and o2  o1 and to
the functions o2;3  o1;3 and o2  o1 as functions of t we have, using estimates (3.1)
and (3.4),
o2;i  o1;i
o2  o1
 p2K2K1 ; i ¼ 2; 3: ð3:5Þ
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By (3.2)–(3.5) it follows the existence of a neighbourhood O1 ¼ ðb1; b1Þ  T 
TCN of G (with b1 depending just on b0; K1; K2) such that in O1\G
3
4poj;11p54 j ¼ 1; 2; ð3:6Þ
minfo1;11;o2;11g  ðo2;i  o1;iÞ
2
jo2  o1j X
1
2
i ¼ 2; 3: ð3:7Þ
Let us set e0 ¼ b1K12 : Then, by (3.1) we have that bOe0CO1:
Now, we deﬁne the function w; patching w1 and w2; as follows:
wðt; y;fÞ ¼ w1ðt; y;fÞ in Oe0 0-fto0g;
wðt; y;fÞ ¼ w2ðt; y;fÞ in Oe0 0-ft40g;
wðt; y;fÞ ¼ sin y o1 þ o2
2
þ e0
4
þ ðo2  o1Þ
2
4e0
" #
in bOe0 :
It can be easily checked that w is of class C1ðOÞ: in fact, if o2  o1 ¼ e0; we have
w ¼ w2 and for any i ¼ 1; 2; 3; w;i ¼ w2;i; while if o2  o1 ¼ e0; w ¼ w1 and w;i ¼
w1;i; for any i ¼ 1; 2; 3:
On the other hand, wACNðOˆe0Þ-CNðOe0 0Þ and the second derivatives of w are
discontinuous only on the disconnected regular surface @Oˆe0 : Now, let us deﬁne the
function Qðt; y;fÞ at the points of bOe0 by
Qðt; y;fÞ ¼ w
sin y
¼ o1 þ o2
2
þ e0
4
þ ðo2  o1Þ
2
4e0
:
We have that for any i; k ¼ 1; 2; 3
Q;i ¼ o1;i þ o2;i
2
þ o2  o1
2e0
ðo2;i  o1;iÞ; ð3:8Þ
Q;ik ¼ o1;ik þ o2;ik
2
þ o2  o1
2e0
ðo2;ik  o1;ikÞ þ ðo2;i  o1;iÞðo2;k  o1;kÞ
2e0
: ð3:9Þ
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From this we get that in bOe0
w;22 ¼ sin y  Q;22 þ 2 cos y  Q;2  sin y  Q
¼w2;22 þ w1;22
2
þ o2  o1
2e0
ðw2;22  w1;22Þ þ sin yðo2;2  o1;2Þ
2
2e0
 sin y e0
4
 ðo2  o1Þ
2
4e0
" #
: ð3:10Þ
Now we want to show that w satisﬁes a uniformly elliptic equation in bOe0 : Let H
denote the Hessian matrix of w and let PðlÞ be the characteristic polynomial of H
PðlÞ ¼ l3 þ tr Hl2 þ ðA1 þ A2 þ A3Þlþ det H;
where
A1 ¼ w;11w;22 þ w2;12; A2 ¼ w;11w;33 þ w2;13; A3 ¼ w;22w;33 þ w2;23:
Let us study the sign of the roots of P: Using (3.6) we have
w;11
sin y
¼ Q;11Xo1;11 þ o2;11
2
þ ðo2  o1Þ
2e0
ðo2;11  o1;11ÞXminfo1;11;o2;11gX3
4
:
As w1 and w2 are harmonic, from (3.9), (3.10) and (3.7), we have also that
w;22  w;33
sin y
¼o1;11 þ o2;11
2
þ ðo2  o1Þ
2e0
ðo2;11  o1;11Þ
 ðo2;2  o1;2Þ
2
2e0
 ðo2;3  o1;3Þ
2
2e0
þ e0
4
 ðo2  o1Þ
2
4e0
" #
Xminfo1;11;o2;11g  ðo2;2  o1;2Þ
2
2e0
 ðo2;3  o1;3Þ
2
2e0
X
1
2
:
Then
w;11ðw;22 þ w;33Þ
sin2y
X
3
8
:
Moreover, we have that w;12 ¼ Q;12 sin yþ Q;1 cos y: Then
A1 þ A2 ¼ w;11ðw;22  w;33Þ þ w2;12 þ w2;13X38 sin2yþ ðQ;12 sin yþ Q;1 cos yÞ2:
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Using (3.5), we may estimate jQ;12j with a constant independent on b1; namely
jQ;12jp jo1;12j þ jo2;12j
2
þ jo2  o1j
2e0
ðjo2;12j þ jo1;12jÞ
þ ðo1;1Þðjo2;2  o1;2jÞ
2e0
p2K2 þ K
2
2
K1
¼: K12:
Since Q;1pmaxfo1;1;o2;1gp K1; for any sAð0; 1Þ we obtain that
A1 þ A2X 3
8
þ K212 1
1
s2
  	
sin2 yþ K21 ð1 s2Þcos2 y:
Furthermore, if the real number sAð0; 1Þ is chosen so that 3
8
þ K212ð1 1s2Þ418; we get
A1 þ A2X18 sin2 yþ K21 ð1 s2Þcos2 yXK ;
where K ¼ minf1
8
; K21 ð1 s2Þg:
Now, from (3.10) and using (3.4) and (3.5) we can get the following bound
(independent on b1) for w;22:
jw;22jp jw1;22j þ jw2;22j
2
þ jo2  o1j
2e0
ðjw2;22j þ jw1;22jÞ þ jo2;2  o1;2j
2
2e0
þ e0
4
p 4K2 þ K
2
2b0
K1
þ b0K1
8
:
From this and since, by (3.2) and (3.5), w;33 and w;23 tend to zero for t-0 uniformly
in e0; y and f; we can choose b1 in such a way that
jA3jpK
2
:
Thus in bOe0 ;
A1 þ A2 þ A3XK
2
40:
By Fact 2 in Section 2, it follows that if l1pl2pl3 are the eigenvalues of H; then
l1pxo0 and l3Xx040; where x and x0 are the two roots of P0ðlÞ: Therefore
jl1jl3Xjxjx0 ¼ A1 þ A2 þ A3
3
X
K
6
:
This fact, together with the boundness of the coefﬁcients of the polynomial PðlÞ
implies that l1 and l3 are bounded away from zero in bOe0 : By Fact 1, we conclude
that w solves a uniformly elliptic equation with smooth coefﬁcients in bOe0 : &
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Remark 3.2. Using the change of coordinates (2.3) and Remark 2.3, Theorem 3.1
can be stated also as follows. Let ZAð0; 1Þ and consider the toroidal ring O1 ¼
T 1þZ\T 1Z: Let also v1 and v2 be two functions of ðr; y;fÞ; which are odd with
respect to y; solutions to the equation L0v ¼ 0 in O1 and such that v1 ¼ v2 ¼ sin y on
@T 1: Finally, assume also that there exists a neighbourhood N1 of @T 1 and a positive
constant C1 such that
C1p
v2r  v1r
sin y
;
v1r
sin y
;
v2r
sin y
: ð3:11Þ
Then, there exists a function vAC1;1ðO1Þ; which is solution to a uniformly elliptic
equation in O1 with bounded coefﬁcients that are discontinuous only at the points of
a (disconnected) regular surface and such that v ¼ v1 in a neighbourhood of
@O1-T 1 and v ¼ v2 in a neighbourhood of @O1\T 1:
4. An existence theorem
In this section we construct the solution to a uniformly elliptic equation in a
neighbourhood of the torus T 1 in such a way that it satisﬁes the hypothesis of
Remark 3.2.
Let 1opo3 and let P1 and P2 be two points in T 1 with cartesian coordinates
ðR; 0; 1
2
Þ and ðR; 0;1
2
Þ; respectively. Note that, by (2.2), the toroidal coordinates of
these two points are ðr1; y1;f1Þ ¼ ð12; p2; 0Þ and ðr2; y2;f2Þ ¼ ð12;p2; 0Þ: Fix a value b
such that 0obominf1
4
; 3p
6
g and consider the uniformly elliptic operator of Gilbarg–
Serrin type with lower ellipticity constant b and the trace of the second-order
coefﬁcients matrix equal to 1 deﬁned by
Sj ¼ bDþ ð1 3bÞ @
2
@n2j
; j ¼ 1; 2;
where nj ¼ jP  Pjj1ðP  PjÞ and jP  Pjj denotes the Euclidean distance between
the points P ¼ ðx1; x2; x3Þ and Pj:
For both values j ¼ 1; 2; the function hjðÞ ¼ j  Pjj
14b
12b solves the equation Sjhj ¼
0 in R3\fPjg and hjAW 2;ploc ðR3Þ:
Let cACNð½0;þNÞÞ; 0pcp1; c  1 in ½0; 1
8
; c  0 in ½1
4
;þNÞ: Then we deﬁne
L1uðPÞ ¼cðjP  P1jÞS1uðPÞ þ cðjP  P2jÞS2uðPÞ
þ ð1 cðjP  P1jÞ  cðjP  P2jÞÞðcðrðPÞÞDuðPÞ
þ ð1 cðrðPÞÞÞL0uðPÞÞ ð4:1Þ
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where rðPÞ denotes the toroidal coordinate r of the point PAT 1; D is the Laplace
operator in the cartesian coordinates x1; x2; x3 and L0 is the operator deﬁned by
(2.5). Notice that the operator L1 is regular in T 1\fP1; P2g; it coincides with the
operator Sj in the ball of center Pj and radius
1
8
for both values j ¼ 1; 2; and it is
equal to the operator L0 on a neighbourhood of @T 1 and to the Laplacian D on a
neighbourhood of the circumference C:
Theorem 4.1. Let M and p be two positive constants, with 1opo3; and let L1 be the
operator in (4.1) with ellipticity constant 0obominf1
4
; 3p
6
g: Then, there exists
v1AW 2;pðT 1Þ; which is Ho¨lder continuous in T 1; such that
L1v1 ¼ 0 a:e: in T 1; ð4:2Þ
v1j@T 1 ¼ sin y; ð4:3Þ
1
sin y
@v1
@r

@T 1\fy¼0;pg
p M ð4:4Þ
and it can be extended to a solution to the equation L0v1 ¼ 0 across @T 1:
Proof. Let D ¼ T 1-fx340g and deﬁne ðtvÞðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ vðx1; x2;x3Þ: It can be
shown that
½L1ðtvÞðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ ðL1vÞðx1; x2;x3Þ:
Let us deﬁne h3 ¼ h2  h1: Then h3AW 2;pðT 1Þ and h3 is odd in x3; it is not difﬁcult to
show that also L1h3 is odd in x3 and bounded in %D; h3j@DX0 and h3ðP1Þ ¼
14max@D h3 and that h3 is Ho¨lder continuous in D: Let us consider the Dirichlet
problem
L1h ¼ L1h3 in T 1; h ¼ h3 on @T 1: ð4:5Þ
Using the Schwarz alternating procedure (see, for example, [4, pp. 293–298]) and the
existence Theorem 2 in [9] for the operators S1 and S2; it follows that there exists a
unique solution h4AW 2;3ðT 1Þ to problem (4.5).
Since h3eW 2;3ðT 1Þ; the function h5 ¼ h3  h4a0: Moreover,
L1ðth4Þðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ ðL1h4Þðx1; x2;x3Þ ¼ ðL1h3Þðx1; x2;x3Þ
¼  ðL1h3Þðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ ðL1h4Þðx1; x2; x3Þ
¼ ðL1ðh4ÞÞðx1; x2; x3Þ:
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Then, th4 and h4 are two solutions in W 2;3ðT 1Þ to the same Dirichlet problem and
hence they coincide; in other words, h4; and thus also h5; are both odd in x3 and
Ho¨lder continuous.
Since h5j@T 1 ¼ 0 and L0h5 ¼ 0 near @T 1; it follows using transformation (2.3),
Remark 2.3 and Schwarz reﬂection principle, that h5 can be extended as a solution to
the same equation across @T 1: Moreover, h5ðP1ÞXh3ðP1Þ max@D h4 ¼ h3ðP1Þ 
max@D h340: It follows, by maximum principle in D\fP1g; that h540 in D: Thus we
have h5ro0 on @T 1-fx340g and h5x340 on T 1-fx3 ¼ 0g:
Now, let us consider C ¼ fT 1
3
\T 3=4g-fx340g: We have L0h5 ¼ 0 in C; h5 ¼ 0 on
@C-@T 1 and @C-fx3 ¼ 0g and h540 on @C-@T 3
4
-fx340g; moreover,
@h5
@y ðr; 0;fÞ40 and @h5@y ðr; p;fÞo0 for any rA½3=4; 1 and pofpp: Let us deﬁne
the auxiliary function gðr; y;fÞ ¼ 1r2r sin y: We have: L0g ¼ 0 in C; g ¼ 0 on
@C-@T 1 and @C-fx3 ¼ 0g and g40 on @C-@T 3
4
-fx340g; moreover,
@g
@y ðr; 0;fÞ40 and @g@y ðr; p;fÞo0 for any rA½3=4; 1Þ and pofpp: Then, there
exist positive constants c1oc2 such that c1gph5pc2g on @C and so, by maximum
principle, in %C: It follows also that there exist positive constants k1ok2 such that
k1ð1 rÞsin yph5pk2ð1 rÞsin y in C:
As a consequence
k2p 1
sin y
@h5
@r
 
ð1; y;fÞp k1; 0oyop; pofpp:
As h5 is odd in x3 (and y) the inequalities hold in 0ojyjop: Let us deﬁne
v1ðr; y;fÞ ¼ r sin yþ Ah5ðr; y;fÞ with A constant. We have that v1 satisﬁes
conditions (4.2) and (4.3). Moreover
1
sin y
@v1
@r
ð1; y;fÞp1 Ak1; 0ojyjop; pofpp:
If we choose A in such a way that 1 Ak1o M; then v1 satisﬁes also condition
(4.4). &
Corollary 4.2. Let 1opo3: There exist a function vAW 2;ploc ðR3Þ and s40 such that v
solves a uniformly elliptic equation L˜v ¼ 0 in R3 with bounded coefficients that are
discontinuous only at the points of a (disconnected) regular surface and at a finite
number of points and it is equal to
v ¼ r1 sin y ¼ x3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21 þ x22
q
 R
 2
þx23
on R3\T 1þs:
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Proof. It is not difﬁcult to prove that the function v1 in Theorem 4.1 and the
function v2 ¼ r1sin y satisfy the conditions in Remark 3.2 (note that v1 is odd in y);
in particular, we can take M40 in Theorem 4.1 so large that the ﬁrst condition in
(3.11) is satisﬁed. Then, the function v can be constructed by Remark 3.2. &
5. A compactly supported solution to an elliptic equation
Now a nontrivial, compactly supported solution to an elliptic equation without
zero-order term can be constructed in R3:
Theorem 5.1. Let 1opo3: In R3 there exist a second order, uniformly elliptic operator
L without zero-order term and with bounded measurable coefficients that are
discontinuous on a set of measure zero, and a function VAW 2;pðR3Þ; with compact
support, such that Vc0 and LV ¼ 0 a.e.
Proof. Let NX2 be the natural number used in Miller’s example (Remark 2.5) and
let e40 be such that
1
2
þ eoð1 eÞN :
Then consider the tori T
ðR
2
Þ
1
N
and T R
2
; the ﬁrst parameterized by the toroidal
coordinates ðr; y;fÞ and the second by the toroidal coordinates ðr;Y;FÞ; and let
r ¼ rðrÞ be a C2 function with r0ðrÞ40 and such that rðrÞ ¼ r when rA½0; 1=2þ e
and rðrÞ ¼ r 1N when r4ð1 eÞN :
Now, let us consider the map
t : T R
2
-T
ðR
2
Þ
1
N
; P ¼ ðr;Y;FÞ!t tðPÞ ¼ rðrÞ;Y
N
;
F
N
 
:
Notice that if a function uðr;Y;FÞ on T R
2
is a solution to an elliptic equation without
zero-order term , then the function u3t1 deﬁned on tðT R
2
ÞCT
ðR
2
Þ
1
N
extends to a
periodic function in y and f; with period 2p=N; which is deﬁned on the entire torus
T
ðR
2
Þ
1
N
and which still solves an elliptic equation without zero-order term. In
particular, if u solves the Eq. (2.5) on fr4ð1 eÞNg-T R
2
; i.e.
L0uðr;Y;FÞ ¼ @
2u
@r2
þ 1
r
@u
@r
þ 1
r2
@2u
@Y2
þ 1
r2
@2u
@F2
¼ 0;
then u3t1 solves (2.5) on fr4ð1 eÞg-T
ðR
2
Þ
1
N
:
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Now, applying Corollary 4.2 with r; f and y replaced by r; F and Y; we may
obtain a function v; which is a solution to an elliptic equation L˜v ¼ 0 in R3 such that
v ¼ r1sinY on frX1þ sg: We can choose s sufﬁciently small so that
s ¼ ð1þ sÞ1=N  1pd where d is the real number deﬁned in Remark 2.5. If we deﬁne
V ¼ v3t
1 in T 1þs;
W in R3\T 1þs;

where W is the function in Remark 2.5, we have that V is the required function. In
fact, V has compact support and it solves the equation LV ¼ 0; where L is the
operator corresponding to L˜ by means of the map t on T 1þs; and it is Miller’s
operator on R3\T 1þs: &
Remark 5.2. (a) The operator L and the solution V in Theorem 5.1 depend on the
initial choice of p: L has an ellipticity constant apb; where b is the ellipticity
constant of the Gilbarg–Serrin operators in (4.1). In particular, the restriction of L to
a suitable neighbourhood of the poles has ellipticity constant b
N
: When p goes to 3;
then a tends to zero.
(b) The solution V is Ho¨lder continuous on R3; it is C1;1 on R3 minus 2N points
x1; y; x2N in the torus T 1 and it is C2 on R3\ðfx1;y; x2Ng,SÞ; where S is a
disconnected regular surface, contained in the region where the two solutions are
glued. On the other hand, the discontinuity set of the coefﬁcients of L consists just of
the points x1; y; x2N and of the surface S:
Remark 5.3. For completeness, we recall the situation in dimension 2: In this case,
there exists a unique continuation theorem for uniformly elliptic equations with
merely bounded and measurable coefﬁcients (see, for example, [1]). However, this
theorem holds only for solutions with L2 second derivatives and there exists an
example of nonunique continuation for solutions to elliptic equations with second
derivatives in Lp; 1opo2 (see [2]). Using that example it is also possible to obtain a
solution with compact support to a plane elliptic equation (see [3]).
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